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I. I NTRODUCTION
INIMUM-DELAY delivery of data in overlay networks
is a fundamental problem for several distributed applications. Consider a delay-sensitive event notification system in
which an event generated at a node needs to be signaled to a
large group of monitoring nodes with minimum latency. Some
of the examples include distributed interactive simulation
software [1], [2], distribution of most recent data to all ends
(counting even up to millions) in online applications based
on shared data [3], financial trading through large groups of
globally-interlinked computing hardware [4], [5], and massive
multiplayer online games [6], [7]. Also note that the group of
receivers corresponding to a source node in these systems may
not be constant over time, such as a dynamic agent (player)
in a virtual environment (online game) moving across the area
of interest of other entities [8], [9].
Therefore, forming overlay multicast groups (which nodes
should join and leave) in such dynamic systems and maintaining the corresponding state information in the intermediate
overlay nodes, as in several classic multicast techniques [10]–
[13], is not an efficient solution. A naive alternative approach is
to send each message directly from the source to each receiver.
This solution, however, is not scalable since it requires each
node to have (and constantly monitor the state of) a connection
to every other node in the network. Moreover, this approach
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can incur long delays, because a node has a finite-bandwidth
connection to the network, over which several copies of the
same data should be sent. To avoid these problems, nodes
can be connected through a mesh overlay. Then, source-based
minimum-delay multicast trees can be built on demand by
the source and embedded in the messages (e.g., using Bloom
Filters [14]), which is the problem of our interest in this paper.
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Abstract—We study delivering delay-sensitive data to a group
of receivers with minimum latency. This latency consists of
the time that the data spends in overlay links as well as the
delay incurred at each overlay node, which has to send out
a piece of data several times over a finite-capacity network
connection. The latter part is a significant portion of the total
delay as we show in the paper, yet it is often ignored or only
partially addressed by previous multicast algorithms. We analyze
the actual delay in multicast trees and consider building trees
with minimum-average and minimum-maximum delay. We show
the NP-hardness of these problems and prove that they cannot
be approximated in polynomial time to within any reasonable
approximation ratio. We then present a set of algorithms to
build minimum-delay multicast trees which cover a wide range of
application requirements—min-average and min-max delay, for
different scales, real-time requirements and session characteristics. We conduct comprehensive experiments on different realworld datasets, using various overlay network models. The results
confirm that our algorithms can achieve much lower delays (up
to 60% less) and up to orders of magnitude faster running times
(i.e., supporting larger scales) than previous related approaches.
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Fig. 1. Nodal delay in application layer multicast.

While the primary goal of typical shortest-path multicast
schemes has been to minimize the total link-by-link delay
experienced by packets, we observe that in application-layer
multicast a significant portion of the total delay is the delay
incurred at overlay nodes. This is because each intermediate
node has to send out several copies of the same packet through
a single, finite-capacity network connection (Figure 1). This
node-incurred delay, which is in proportion to the degree
of the node in the routing tree, is in addition to the delay
occurring in overlay links and can even dominate it as we
show shortly. In particular, this issue becomes more critical in
large-scale overlay networks with strong connectivity. In these
networks, as intuitively expected, most shortest paths consist
of a few hops only [15], [16], leading to large node degrees
in a multicast tree.
To get a numeric intuition on this problem, suppose we
would like to deliver one packet of 1.5 KB (12 Kbits) to 1000
nodes in an event notification overlay. Assume that overlay
nodes have a 10 Mbps upload bandwidth and are on average
forwarding messages of up to 5 concurrent sessions; hence, it
takes about 6 ms for a node to send out one copy of the packet.
Also, assume that the delay between every pair of nodes is
82 ms (according to our dataset [17]), and the average shortest
path length is 3 hops in the overlay (i.e., a delay of 246 ms).
Thus, the average degree of nodes in the multicast tree is about
10001/3 ≃ 10, and the average delay incurred by each node
to forward the packet is average𝑖=1,...,10 (𝑖 × 6 ms)=33 ms,
i.e., a total node-incurred delay of 99 ms in a typical 3-hop
path which is more than 40% of the total link-by-link delay
of such path (246 ms).
Yet, the problem with delays incurred by node degrees
in application-layer multicast is either ignored [18]–[22] or
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only partially addressed by previous works, such as bounding
node degrees in a tree to predefined thresholds [23]–[27]. The
problem with large node degrees, however, is of the same type
as the shortest-path routing problem—minimizing the incurred
delay. It thus needs to be considered together with link delays
in the routing decisions, rather than as a separate problem and
at the coarse grain of being or not being within a threshold.
In this paper, we study the overlay multicast routing problem
for minimizing the actual end-to-end delay. In particular, the
contributions of this paper are as follows. We first formulate
the two problems of minimizing the average and the maximum
delay in multicast trees, and we prove their NP-hardness
as well as their inapproximability to within any reasonable
ratio. That is, we show that no polynomial-time approximation
algorithm can guarantee any better delay than several times
beyond the optimal value. We then present a set of efficient
algorithms for building multicast trees with minimum average
(or minimum maximum) delay. These algorithms support a
wide range of applications—different overlay scales, real-time
requirements and session characteristics. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of these algorithms, we conduct an extensive
evaluation study on different real-world datasets, using three
different overlay network models. We show that the actual
delay observed by multicast receivers can be reduced by up to
60% and the calculation time for multicast trees by up to orders
of magnitude (i.e., supporting several times larger scales), if
our algorithms are employed.
In the remainder of this paper, we first summarize the related
work in Section II. We then formally define our multicast
problems in Section III and review the routing model on which
our algorithms are built. Section IV presents our algorithms,
followed by a thorough evaluation study in Section V. We
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of our interest in this paper is to deliver data
with minimum end-to-end latency from a given source to a
set of receivers on a mesh overlay. Compared to arranging
nodes in fixed overlay multicast trees [23], [26], calculating on-demand per-source trees on a well connected mesh
overlay provides much higher flexibility in selecting paths
and better resilience against dynamics of the network [12],
[19]. Moreover, as discussed earlier we consider sourcebased multicasting, in which the intermediate nodes do not
need to keep any per-session state information or to perform
route calculations for each message. Instead, the source node
calculates the routing tree and embeds it in the message (e.g.,
using Bloom Filters [14]), and the intermediate nodes only
perform simple forwarding.
Most overlay multicast algorithms focus on minimizing the
link-by-link distance to the receivers [18]–[22]. Given the
delay incurred at overlay nodes that send out each message
several times, which can be a significant factor in the actual
end-to-end delay as discussed, these algorithms are not suitable
for our problems. There have been a number of previous works
that did consider the node degree problem [24], [25], [27]–
[29], but they only try to find a routing tree in which the
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degree of nodes is bounded to predefined thresholds. Ito et
al. [29] analyzed several forms of the multicast tree problem,
and showed that it is NP-Complete to find various forms
of degree-bounded trees, such as one with minimum total
distance or one with minimum distance to the farthest receiver.
Heuristic algorithms for constructing degree-bounded shortest
path trees [25], [28] and degree-bounded minimum-diameter
spanning trees [24], [30] have been proposed. However, it is
not clear how these degree bounds are selected in practice;
for instance, a fixed bound of 10 is used in [30]. In [27]
it is proposed to set the degree bounds based on the level
of the node in the tree. Nevertheless, these works only aim
at bounding node degrees to given thresholds. Rather than
bounding degrees at such coarse grain, we capture the delay
caused by node degrees together with the delay incurred at
overlay links as a single delay cost and minimize it.
The only previous work considering this problem, to the best
of our knowledge, is done by Brosh et al. [31] who propose
an approximation and a heuristic algorithm for minimizing
the maximum delay in a multicast tree (the problem with
minimum-average delay is not considered). However, the proposed approximation algorithm and its bound only correspond
to the special case of broadcasting a message in a complete
overlay graph, whereas often in practice neither the overlay
is a complete graph (i.e., every node maintains and monitors
a connection with every other node) nor all messages are
destined to all nodes. Furthermore, even for this special case
the approximation factor is 𝑂(log 𝑛) and 𝑂(log 𝑛/ log log 𝑛)
for directed and undirected overlay graphs, respectively, which
is a considerable amount. In fact, the heuristic algorithm
proposed by the authors (with no approximation guarantee)
provides lower delays than the approximation algorithm while
being also more efficient in running time [31]. Nevertheless,
the achieved delay and the running time of this algorithm are
significantly larger than our algorithms.
We also note that an important factor determining the
scalability of a multicast scheme is the underlying routing
protocol. The common approach used in [31] and several
other works is link-state based routing [13]–[15], [18], [21],
[22], which allows all nodes to know the full topology of
the network while suffering from high overhead and limited
scalability (as we will show). Our multicast scheme, on the
other hand, is based on a variant of distance-vector routing
and can be up to orders of magnitude more scalable.
We have presented an earlier version of this work in [32].
In this paper we complete the work in [32] by presenting a
new algorithm for updating multicast trees, rather than having
to rebuild them every time from scratch, which reduces the
calculation time for multicast trees to nearly 0 while producing
trees with high delay efficiency. We also demonstrate how to
best employ our multiple algorithms together to always yield
the best running time and tree efficiency.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
This section presents the formal statement of our multicast
problems and their hardness, followed by a description of the
routing model underlying our algorithms.
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER .

Notation
𝐺,𝑉 ,𝐸,𝑁
𝐺PV
𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑅
𝑧
Δ𝑢 (𝑧)
𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣)
𝑑𝑇 ,𝑑𝐺 (𝑢)
𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣)
𝑡𝑇 (𝑢)
𝑔𝑇 (𝑢)
𝑓𝑇 (𝑢)
ℎ𝑇 (𝑢)
𝐷, 𝐷max
𝐿, 𝐿max

Description
Overlay graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸). 𝑁 = |𝑉 |.
Partial view of overlay graph based on path vectors.
The routing tree, the source node, and the set of
receiver nodes, respectively.
Size of the message being distributed.
Time it takes for node 𝑢 to send out a message of
size 𝑧.
Delay of overlay link (𝑢, 𝑣).
Degree of node 𝑢 in tree 𝑇 or graph 𝐺.
The turn of 𝑣 among the children of 𝑢 in 𝑇 .
Time at which node 𝑢 receives the message over
tree 𝑇 .
Number of receiver nodes in the subtree rooted at
𝑢 in tree 𝑇 (including 𝑢 itself).
Total delay in the subtree rooted at 𝑢 in tree 𝑇
(with 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢) = 0).
The delay from 𝑣 to its farthest descendant.
Average and maximum node degree in the overlay.
Average and maximum hop count of pairwise
shortest paths in the overlay.

A. Notation
A summary of the notations used in this paper is given in
Table I. Consider an overlay network interconnecting a large
population of distributed hosts. The overlay is modeled by a
graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) where 𝑉 and 𝐸 represent hosts and overlay
links, respectively. Let 𝑁 = |𝑉 |, and 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) be the length
of edge (𝑢, 𝑣), which is the network delay between nodes 𝑢
and 𝑣 in our application. We assume each overlay node is
connected to the underlying network, typically the Internet,
via one link (nodes are assumed not multi-homed; also a node
with multiple NICs connected to the same network can be
modeled as having one NIC with the aggregated bandwidth).
The connection bandwidth of each node is a finite number,
according to which we define Δ𝑢 (𝑧) as the time it takes for
node 𝑢 to send 𝑧 units of data to the network. Since the time
for node 𝑢 to process a message is much smaller than the time
it takes to send out (possibly multiple copies of) the message
to the network, we ignore the processing time at 𝑢 and let
Δ𝑢 (·) be a function of the connection bandwidth of 𝑢 only.
For example, for a host with a 10 Mbps Internet connection
and a message of 𝑧 = 1 bit, Δ𝑢 (𝑧) = 10−7 seconds.
We capture the node degree-incurred delays (also referred to
as nodal delays) in a multicast tree as follows. Let 𝑇 denote an
arbitrary multicast tree rooted at a given source 𝑠 and reaching
the receiver set 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑉 , and 𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) be the number of children
of 𝑢 in 𝑇 . Once 𝑠 started distributing a message of size 𝑧 at
time 0, 𝑡𝑇 (𝑣) is the time at which node 𝑣 receives the message
over 𝑇 . Assuming node 𝑢 is the parent of 𝑣 in 𝑇 , we have:
𝑡𝑇 (𝑠) = 0
𝑡𝑇 (𝑣) = 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢) + 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) + Δ𝑢 (𝑧) × 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣),

(1)

where 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣) (1 ≤ 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣) ≤ 𝑑𝑇 (𝑢)) shows the turn of node
𝑣 among the 𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) children of 𝑢 in 𝑇 that are waiting to
receive a copy of the message.
Because in some cases we may not be able to explicitly

dictate an order among the children of 𝑢 in 𝑇 , we also take
the expected delay observed at each child of 𝑢 into account.
We define 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑣) as in the following equation, by replacing
𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣) in Eq. (1) with 𝐸[𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣)], the average of possible
turns between 1 and 𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) for a child.
𝐸[𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣)] =

𝑑𝑇 (𝑢)
∑︁
1
𝑖 = (𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) + 1)/2
𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) 𝑖=1

𝑡^𝑇 (𝑠) = 0
𝑑𝑇 (𝑢)+1
𝑡^𝑇 (𝑣) = 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢) + 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) + Δ𝑢 (𝑧)
.
2

(2)

B. Formal Definition of the Problems
We consider two versions of the minimum-delay multicast
problem: (i) Constructing a multicast tree in which the average
delay (equivalently, the total delay) is minimized, and (ii) a
tree in which the delay to the farthest node is minimized. We
propose algorithms for both versions of the problem.
Our algorithms for case (i) are not based on encoding the
tree structure in full in the data; they do not need to specify
a forwarding order for each intermediate tree node, and can
work with 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑣) values defined in Eq. (2). This is preferred,
as it enables the use of mechanisms such as Bloom Filters
for encoding the tree [14]. The algorithms for case (ii), on the
other hand, have to specify a forwarding order for the children
of each node (and therefore work with 𝑡𝑇 (𝑣) values defined
in Eq. (1)), since the maximum delay in a tree depends to a
large extent on the ordering of each node’s children.
Our minimum-delay multicast problems can be formalized
as follows.
Problem 1. Given a source node 𝑠 and a set ∑︀
of receivers
𝑅 ⊆ 𝑉 , construct a multicast tree 𝑇 such that 𝑢∈𝑅 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢)
is minimized.
Problem 2. With the same inputs as in Problem 1, construct
a multicast tree 𝑇 such that max𝑢∈𝑅 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢) is minimized.
∑︀
The total expected delay in a multicast tree, 𝑢∈𝑅 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢),
can be rewritten as the following for simplicity in the theorem
below and our algorithms. Let us define an auxiliary cost
function, 𝑓𝑇 (𝑢), for each node 𝑢 which is the total expected
delay (in terms of 𝑡^𝑇 (·) values) in the subtree rooted at 𝑢 in
𝑇 , and let 𝑔𝑇 (𝑢) be the number of receivers in this subtree.
We have:
𝑐𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑣) := 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) + Δ𝑢 (𝑧) × 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣)
)︁
∑︁ (︁
𝑓𝑇 (𝑢) =
𝑓𝑇 (𝑣) + 𝑔𝑇 (𝑣) 𝑐𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑣)
𝑣∈children𝑇 (𝑢)

∑︁
𝑢∈𝑅

𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢) = 𝑓𝑇 (𝑠) =

∑︁

(︀

)︀
𝑓𝑇 (𝑣) + 𝑔𝑇 (𝑣) 𝑤(𝑠, 𝑣) +

𝑣∈children𝑇 (𝑠)

𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) + 1
. (3)
2
Theorem 1 shows the NP-hardness as well as an inapproximability factor for Problems 1 and 2.
|𝑅| × 𝑧 × Δ𝑠 (𝑧) ×

Theorem 1. Problems 1 and 2 are NP-hard. No polynomial
time approximation algorithm for either of them can guarantee
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tree for this problem, 𝑇OPT , according to Eq. (5) we have:
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max 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢) ≤ 𝛼 × OPT ⇒ 𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) ≤ 𝛼𝑑𝑇OPT (𝑠).
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Fig. 2. Sample reduction from set cover to the min-delay multicast problem.

an approximation factor of (1 − 𝜖) ln 𝑛 for any 𝜖 > 0 (under
the conventional assumptions for P and NP).
Proof. The proof for both problems is based on reduction from
the set cover problem. An instance (𝑈, 𝑆) of the set cover
problem consists of a universe 𝑈 of elements 𝑢𝑗 ∈ 𝑈 (1 ≤
𝑗 ≤ |𝑈 |) and a collection 𝑆 of subsets 𝑆𝑖 ⊆ 𝑈 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |𝑆|)
whose union is 𝑈 . The goal is to find a minimum number of
subsets whose union covers the entire 𝑈 . We can transform
an instance of the set cover problem to an instance of the
overlay multicast problem as follows. Each subset 𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 is
represented by a node 𝑥𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |𝑆|) in the overlay, and each
element 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 is represented by a node 𝑦𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ |𝑈 |).
Figure 2 illustrates an example. An additional node 𝑠 is added
to the tree as the source node. There is an edge from 𝑠 to
all 𝑥𝑖 , and an edge from 𝑥𝑖 to 𝑦𝑗 iff subset 𝑆𝑖 includes the
element 𝑢𝑗 ; see the example in Fig. 2. We also assign:
𝑅 = {𝑦1 , . . . , 𝑦|𝑈 | }, Δ𝑠 (𝑧) = 1, Δ𝑥𝑖 (𝑧) = Δ𝑦𝑗 (𝑧) = 0,
𝑤(𝑠, 𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑤(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) = 0 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |𝑆|, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ |𝑈 |).
One can easily verify that given
∑︀ a multicast tree 𝑇 on this
network that either minimizes 𝑢∈𝑅 𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢) or max𝑢∈𝑅 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢),
the set of nodes 𝑥𝑖 that are included in 𝑇 gives the solution
to the set cover problem (consisting of 𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) subsets). Hence,
Problems 1 and 2 are NP-hard.
To establish the inapproximability bound, we first note that
according to Eq. (3) the total and the maximum delay of a
multicast tree 𝑇 on this network for distributing a unit-size
message can be calculated as follows:
∑︁
𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) + 1
× |𝑈 |
(4)
𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢) = 𝑓𝑇 (𝑠) =
2
𝑢∈𝑅

max 𝑡𝑇 (𝑢) =
𝑢∈𝑅

max
𝑣∈children𝑇 (𝑠)

𝑞𝑠,𝑇 (𝑣) = 𝑑𝑇 (𝑠).

(5)

Suppose we are given an 𝛼-approximation algorithm (𝛼 >
1) for Problem 1, which can build a multicast tree 𝑇 in which
the total distances to all nodes is at most 𝛼 × OPT, where
OPT is the total distance in the optimal tree, 𝑇OPT . Hence,
according to Eq. (4), we have:
∑︁
𝑡^𝑇 (𝑢) ≤ 𝛼 × OPT ⇒ 𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) + 1 ≤ 𝛼(𝑑𝑇OPT (𝑠) + 1)
𝑢∈𝑅

⇒ 𝑑𝑇 (𝑠) ≤ 𝛼𝑑𝑇OPT (𝑠).
Similarly, given an 𝛼-approximation algorithm for Problem 2
and assuming OPT is the maximum distance in the optimal

Thus, in both cases we could find an 𝛼-approximation
algorithm for the set cover problem. On the other hand, given
the well known (1 − 𝜖) ln 𝑛 inapproximability of the set cover
problem in polynomial time [33], it is clear that Problems 1
and 2 cannot be approximated in polynomial time to within
a factor of (1 − 𝜖) ln 𝑛 for any 𝜖 > 0, since otherwise a
contradiction results.
C. Routing Model
To enable a fully distributed routing scheme, overlay nodes
need to generate and exchange periodic routing information.
Link-state routing protocols, which are commonly used for
overlay routing [13]–[15], [18], [21], [22], enable each node
to know the full network topology by getting each node
to broadcast the state of its neighboring links to the entire
network. This scheme, however, has limited scalability due
to its high overhead: 𝑂(𝐷2 𝑁 ) per node1 where 𝐷 is the
average degree in the overlay; each node generates a message
of size 𝑂(𝐷) which traverses 𝑂(|𝐸|) ≃ 𝑂(𝐷𝑁 ) links. On the
other hand, distance-vector routing used in [19], [20] incurs
a lower overhead since each node announces to its neighbors
only its shortest distance to other nodes. The corresponding
overhead is on average 𝑂(𝐷𝑁 ) per node—up to orders
of magnitude more scalable than link-state routing in well
connected overlays. However, nodes will have no information
about the paths other than the next hop and the total length. It
is thus not possible for a source node to customize a multicast
tree. Distance-vector routing can also suffer from routing loops
and long convergence times.
Therefore, we adopt a modified version of distance-vector
routing, where in addition to the shortest distance to each
destination, a node also announces the path itself (in our case
the nodes also announce their Δ𝑢 (·) values along with this
information). This is similar to the technique employed in
the BGP protocol and is usually referred to as path-vector
routing. This approach allows each node 𝑢 to construct a graph
𝑢
𝑢
𝑢
𝑢
𝐺𝑢PV = (𝑉PV
, 𝐸PV
) where 𝑉PV
= 𝑉 , and 𝐸PV
consists of only
a representative subset of 𝐸 for 𝑢: The edges on the shortest
path, as well as up to 𝑑𝐺 (𝑢)−1 alternative short paths, from 𝑢
to all destinations in the graph. The overhead for exchanging
path information is on average 𝑂(𝐷𝐿𝑁 ) per node, where 𝐿
is the average shortest-path length in the overlay. Note that
𝐿 (which is upper-bounded by the overlay diameter) is a
small number in a well connected overlay [34], [35]; 5–10
hops in all of our experiments with different overlay models
and 𝑁 = 100, . . . , 4000 nodes. Consequently, we can inherit
much of the scalability of distance-vector routing since the
𝑂(𝐷𝐿𝑁 ) overhead is much closer to that of distance-vector
routing (𝑂(𝐷𝑁 )) as opposed to link-state routing (𝑂(𝐷2 𝑁 )).
Moreover, path-vector routing does not suffer from routing
loops and long convergence time as in the distance-vector
approach, since the path info is given. Our multicast algorithms
1 These

rough estimates are used for a first assessment only.
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IV. M INIMUM -D ELAY M ULTICAST A LGORITHMS
In this section, we first provide an overview of our
minimum-delay multicast tree algorithms, and then present the
details as well as the analysis of the algorithms.
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can indeed work on top of link-state routing protocols as well,
in scenarios where the higher overhead is not a concern.

5

Path: len=150, nodes=x1, x2, x3, …

Fig. 3. Path-vector routing table at each node.

A. Overview of the Algorithms
Our algorithms include two operation modes: MinSum for
minimizing the expected total delay (Problem 1) and MinMax
for minimizing the maximum delay in the tree (Problem 2).
We refer to these algorithms as MSDOM and MMDOM
(MinSum/MinMax Delay Overlay Multicast). These algorithms outperform the previous related approaches in both tree
efficiency and running time, as analyzed in the next section.
Nevertheless, to further extend the application of our work
to larger overlays, we design an additional algorithm for
each operation mode (MinSum/MinMax) that is optimized for
speed, with orders of magnitude faster running times. These
algorithms are particularly suitable for large overlays where
our former algorithms (and the related previous approaches)
cannot operate fast enough. We refer to the former (delayefficient) algorithms as MSDOM-e and MMDOM-e, and
to the latter (fast) version as MSDOM-f and MMDOM-f
algorithms.
In addition, we design an algorithm for building a new
multicast tree by only updating a previous one in nearly zero
time. This algorithm leverages the fact that the receivers in a
source node’s multicast group usually change gradually, rather
than being shuffled from each message to the next. Thus,
instead of rebuilding a whole tree from scratch every time,
our new algorithms which we call iMSDOM and iMMDOM,
incrementally build a multicast tree by adapting a previously
created (outdated) tree according to the recent changes in
the receiver group. We also demonstrate in Section V how
these algorithms can be best employed on top of our other
algorithms to always yield the best running time and tree
efficiency in practical scenarios. A summary of our different
algorithms and their capabilities is given in Table II.
Each overlay node that is to distribute a message runs
the relevant version of our algorithm based on the target
applications. The input to the algorithm consists of the state
of the node’s links to its neighbors, as well as the path vector
information that the node has received from its neighbors. The
resulting multicast tree is then encoded in the message. The
intermediate overlay nodes are free of any additional computations or keeping any per-session multicast state information—
they only forward the data to their neighbors according to the
information embedded in the data.
The multicast tree calculated by the source node can either
be encoded in full in the message (with an overhead of 𝑂(𝑁 )),
or be encoded as a digest, e.g., using fixed-size Bloom Filters
that can significantly reduce the overhead with negligible false
positives [14]. In this paper, we only study the calculation of
minimum-delay multicast trees, and the detailed encoding of
the tree is out of the scope of the paper. Nevertheless, we

highlight that the MSDOM algorithms do not need to specify
the full tree structure for the intermediate forwarding nodes—
they allow the use of Bloom Filter digests. The MMDOM
algorithms, on the other hand, require to signal the full tree
structure (as in the similar work in [31]), because a forwarding
order among the children of each node needs to be specified
so that the forecasted maximum delay can be actually met in
the network; see 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣) in Eq. (1).
The routing table underlying our algorithms is illustrated in
Figure 3 and consists of a 𝑑𝐺 (𝑠) × 𝑁 matrix at each node
𝑠 (based on which the 𝐺PV view is created at 𝑠). An entry
(𝑖, 𝑗) of this matrix represents the shortest path to overlay
node 𝑗 through the 𝑖-th neighbor of 𝑠. Row 𝑖 of this matrix is
maintained over time according to the path vector information
that the node receives from the corresponding neighbor. Each
path vector entry from this neighbor represents the shortest
path of this neighbor to some overlay node: The path’s hops
and hop-by-hop distances (i.e., 𝑂(𝐿max )). Moreover, a minheap is maintained on each column of the table, to quickly
return the best neighbor for reaching each destination. The
complexity of maintaining the routing table is analyzed shortly.
At a high level, the MSDOM-e algorithm gradually adds
nodes to the tree according to the total cost of any possible
attachment of new nodes to the tree. This total cost includes
the delay to the new node as well as the impact on the
existing nodes affected by the attachment. The MMDOMe algorithm repeatedly finds the receiver with the farthest
distance (combined link and nodal delay) and attaches it to the
tree, while carefully considering the change in all distances
caused by attaching each new node. These two algorithm
best suit applications with up to a few hundred nodes which
seek to minimize either the total delay in delivering messages
or the maximum delay observed across all receivers. The
MSDOM/MMDOM-f algorithms take a different approach.
They first build a regular shortest-path tree to the given set
of receivers. Then, the tree is gradually refined by re-routing
to some of the nodes, such that the total or the maximum
delay is minimized. These two algorithms suit larger overlays
where neither MSDOM/MMDOM-e nor previous works are
fast enough. A comparison based on numerical results can be
found at the end of Section V.
B. Detailed Multicast Algorithms
Our multicast algorithms are specified in Figures 4 to 6. In
the MSDOM-e algorithm, we start from the source 𝑠 and build
the multicast tree by incrementally adding nodes according
to their cost for the tree. More specifically, for any potential
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MSDOM-e and MMDOM-e Algorithms
MSDOM_e()†
1. 𝑇 = BuildEmptyTree(𝑠) ; 𝑡[𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 ] = ∞ ; 𝑡[𝑠] = 0
2. while 𝑅 ̸= ∅ do
3.
cost[] = ∅ ; prev[] = ∅ // To find the best node to attach to 𝑇
4.
for 𝑣 in 𝑉 − 𝑇 do
5.
cost′ [] = ∅
// To find the best attachment point for 𝑣
6.
for 𝑢 in 𝐺PV .neighbors(𝑣) s.t. 𝑢 ∈ 𝑇 do
7.
// Cost of attaching 𝑣 to 𝑇 through 𝑢:
8.
cost′ [𝑢] = 𝑡[𝑢] + 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) + (𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) + 2)/2 × Δ𝑢 (𝑧)
9.
cost′ [𝑢] += 1/2 × Δ𝑢 (𝑧) × (𝑔𝑇 (𝑢) − 1)
10.
𝑢* = argmin(cost′ )
// Best attachment point for 𝑣
11.
if 𝑢* == NULL then continue
12.
cost[𝑣] = cost′ [𝑢* ]
13.
prev[𝑣] = 𝑢*
14.
𝑣 * = argmin(cost) ; 𝑢* = prev[𝑣 * ] //𝑣 * ̸∈ 𝑇, 𝑢* ∈ 𝑇
15.
𝑇 .attach(𝑣 * through 𝑢* )
16.
Update_t(𝑇, 𝑢* , 𝑡[])
17.
if 𝑣 * ∈ 𝑅 then 𝑅.remove(𝑣 * )
18. CleanUp(𝑇, 𝑠)
19. return 𝑇
MMDOM_e()†
1. 𝑇 = BuildEmptyTree(𝑠) ; 𝑡[𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 ] = ∞ ; 𝑡[𝑠] = 0
2. while 𝑅 ̸= ∅ do
3.
for 𝑢 in 𝑉 do
4.
prev[𝑢] = −1
5.
dist[𝑢] = 𝑡[𝑢] + 𝑑𝑇 (𝑢) × Δ𝑢 (𝑧)
6.
𝑆=𝑉
7.
while 𝑆 ̸= ∅ do
8.
𝑢* = argmin𝑢∈𝑆 (dist[𝑢])
9.
𝑆.remove(𝑢* )
10.
for 𝑣 in 𝐺PV .neighbors(𝑢* ) s.t. 𝑣 ̸∈ 𝑇 do
11.
𝑑 = dist[𝑢* ] + Δ𝑢* (𝑧) + 𝑤(𝑢* , 𝑣)
12.
if 𝑑 < dist[𝑣] then
13.
dist[𝑣] = 𝑑
14.
prev[𝑣] = 𝑢*
15.
// Attach the farthest node to 𝑇 :
16.
𝑣 * = argmax𝑣∈𝑅∖𝑇 (dist[𝑣])
17.
𝐻 = List containing hops of path to 𝑣 * according to prev[]
18.
for 𝑣 from 𝐻.FirstNodeNotInTree(𝑇 ) to 𝐻.last() do
19.
𝑢 = prev[𝑣] // Parent of the to-be-attached node 𝑣 in 𝑇
20.
𝑇 .attach(𝑣 through 𝑢)
21.
𝑡[𝑣] = dist[𝑣]
22.
if 𝑣 ∈ 𝑅 then 𝑅.remove(𝑣)
23. return 𝑇
† Variables used in the code are described in Table I.
Fig. 4. MSDOM-e and MMDOM-e algorithms.

attachment (𝑢, 𝑣) to tree 𝑇 where 𝑢 ∈ 𝑇 and 𝑣 ̸∈ 𝑇 (Lines 4
and 6), we find the cost as the increase in the expected total
delay to all nodes caused by this attachment (Lines 8 and 9).
This delay consists of the expected delay to node 𝑣 itself,
as well as the expected delay to be suffered from by other
descendants of 𝑢 since the degree of 𝑢 is going to increase (see
Eqs. 1 and 2). Having applied the minimum-cost attachment
(𝑢* , 𝑣 * ) (Lines 14 and 15), we update the current distance
value (array 𝑡) of all affected nodes (Line 16), i.e., the children
and all further descendants of node 𝑢* . Finally, we clean up
the tree (Line 18) by keeping only the paths that end at some
receiver node.
The MMDOM-e algorithm repeatedly runs our modified
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version of the Dijkstra algorithm to find the farthest node
from the current tree 𝑇 . This modified shortest-path algorithm
(Lines 3 to 14) can start from multiple nodes (see the initialization of dist[] in Line 5), considers the current degree
of nodes in the existing tree (Line 5) and expands based on
aggregated link and nodal delays given the current tree (Line
11). Having found the farthest node 𝑣 * from the tree, 𝑣 * as
well as its predecessors on the path starting from some node
in 𝑇 (i.e., nodes in list 𝐻 in Line 17) are added to the tree.
Note that after this addition, the degree of a number of nodes
changes, making the recently calculated shortest-path distances
no longer accurate. Thus, the next farthest node is searched
for again in the next iteration.
The running time of the MinSum and MinMax algorithms
presented so far, as we analyze shortly, is 𝑂(𝑁 2 𝐷PV ) where
𝐷PV is the average degree in the path-vector based view of
the overlay graph. This running time may not be efficient
enough for large overlays, as quantified in the next section.
We therefore develop additional algorithms, MxDOM-f, which
are optimized for speed.
In these algorithms, which are illustrated in Figure 5, we
first calculate the regular shortest-path tree from 𝑠 to the
receivers. This is simply done by merging the shortest paths to
the destinations given in the path-vector routing table. This tree
is then refined according to the given objective: Minimizing
the total delay or the maximum delay.
In the MSDOM-f algorithm, the tree is refined in a topdown manner from the root downwards. For each node 𝑢,
we look at each of its children 𝑣 and consider routing to
it through an alternative route (Lines 5 and 6 of function
RefineTree[MinSum]). The alternatives for a node 𝑣 are to
route to 𝑣 through any other of the 𝑑𝐺 (𝑠) neighbors of the root
𝑠 than the one currently used to reach 𝑣. Given the path vector
information available at 𝑠, we evaluate the possible alternative
routes, and change the current route to 𝑣 if necessary (Lines
7 to 10). To refine the route to the children of node 𝑢, we
first consider those children that have the highest number of
receivers in their subtrees (the sort operation in Line 2), since
any saving in the delay to those children will likely yield a
higher overall saving. Once finished relaxing the degree of
node 𝑢, the algorithm proceeds with the next level which is
refining the subtree of each child of 𝑢.
For the MMDOM-f algorithm, we first note that the maximum delay in the subtree rooted at a node 𝑢 can vary much
based on the ordering of 𝑢’s children to receive the message
(see 𝑞𝑢,𝑇 (𝑣) in Eq. 1). Thus, we need to obtain an optimal
ordering for the children of 𝑢. Denoting by ℎ𝑇 (𝑣) the delay
from 𝑣 to its farthest descendant, the optimal ordering of
𝑢’s children for minimizing the maximum delay corresponds
to sorting the children in descending order of their ℎ𝑇 (𝑣)
values. This is done for all nodes of the tree in function
𝑇 .FixForMinMax (Line 1; similarly done later for any affected
node in Line 15). In each iteration, the algorithm picks the
node with maximum delay (Line 3) and tries to find an
alternative shorter route to the node (Lines 5 and 6). If the
tree reaches a state where the distance to the farthest node
cannot be shortened (Line 8), the algorithm tries to escape the
local maxima (Line 9) by re-routing to one of 𝑣’s neighbors
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MSDOM-f and MMDOM-f Algorithms

7

iMSDOM and iMMDOM Algorithms

† Variables used in the code are described in Table I.

iMSDOM_MMDOM(mode, 𝑇0 , 𝑅0 )†
// mode: MinSum or MinMax.
// 𝑇0 : A previous (old) multicast tree.
// 𝑅0 : Receiver set for which 𝑇0 was built.
1. 𝑇 =CopyTree(𝑇0 )
2. RemoveUnwantedNodes(𝑇 , 𝑅0 ∖ 𝑅)
3. paths = EmptyVector() ; dist[1..𝑁 ]= ∞ ; next[1..𝑁 ]= −1
4. for 𝑟 in 𝑅 ∖ 𝑅0 do
5.
𝑄=∅
6.
Reset modified entries of dist[1..𝑁 ] to ∞; next[1..𝑁 ] to −1
7.
𝑄.insert(r) ; dist[𝑟] = 0
8.
while 𝑄 ̸= ∅ do
9.
𝑢* = argmin𝑢∈𝑆 (dist[𝑢])
10.
𝑄.remove(𝑢* )
11.
for 𝑣 in neighbors(𝑢* , 𝐺PV ) do
12.
if 𝑣 ̸∈ 𝑇 then
13.
𝑑 = dist[𝑢* ] + Δv (𝑧) + 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑢* )
.
// Estimate total distance from root to 𝑢* via 𝑣:
14.
td = 𝑑 + PathVectDist𝑠 (𝑣) + 𝛿
15.
if 𝑑 < dist[𝑣] and td < cost(path* ) then
16.
dist[𝑣] = 𝑑
17.
next[𝑣] = 𝑢*
18.
𝑄.add(𝑣)
19.
else // i.e., 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇
.
// Stop this branch of search, save candidate path
20.
if mode == MinMax then
21.
cost = 𝑡𝑇 (𝑣) + 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑢* )+
.
(𝑑𝑇 (𝑣) + 1) × Δ𝑣 (𝑧) + dist[𝑣]
22.
else
23.
cost = 𝑡˜𝑇 (𝑣) + 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑢* )+
.
(𝑑𝑇 (𝑣) + 2)/2 × Δ𝑣 (𝑧) + dist[𝑣] +
.
1/2 × Δ𝑣 (𝑧) × (𝑔𝑇 (𝑣) − 1)
24.
if cost < cost(path* ) then
25.
path* = path from root to 𝑣 (in 𝑇 ) and then
.
from 𝑣 to 𝑟 according to next[]
26.
paths.add(path* ) // Best path to 𝑟
27. for 𝑝 in SortByDescendingCost(paths) do
28.
𝑇 .InsertPath(𝑝)
29. return 𝑇

Fig. 5. MSDOM-f and MMDOM-f algorithms.

† Variables used in the code are described in Table I.

MSDOM_MMDOM_f(mode)†
// mode: MinSum or MinMax.
1. 𝑇 = BuildRegularShortestPathTree(𝑠)
2. RefineTree[mode](𝑇, 𝑠)
3. return 𝑇
RefineTree[MinSum](𝑇, 𝑢)
1. if 𝑇 .IsLeaf (𝑢) then return
2. 𝐶[] = 𝑇 .children(𝑢) sorted in descending order of 𝑔𝑇 (𝐶[𝑖])
3. for 𝑣 in 𝐶[] do
4.
𝑡′ [] = ∅
5.
for 𝑎 in 𝑇 .neighbors(𝑇 .root) do
6.
𝑡′ [𝑎] = SavingByRouteChange(𝑇, 𝑣, 𝑎)
7.
𝑎* = argmax{𝑡′ []}
8.
if 𝑡′ [𝑎* ] > 0 then
9.
𝑇 .DeleteRoute(𝑣) // Detach 𝑣 and its subtree
10.
𝑇 .InsertRoute(𝑣, 𝑎* )
11. Sort 𝐶[] again in descending order of 𝑔𝑇 (𝐶[𝑖])
12. for 𝑣 in 𝐶[] do
13.
RefineTree(𝑇, 𝑣)
RefineTree[MinMax](𝑇, 𝑢)
1. 𝑇.FixForMinMax()
2. for 𝑖 = 1 to MAX_REFININGS do // Usually breaks earlier
3.
𝑣 = 𝑇.FarthestLeaf()
4.
𝑡′ [] = ∅
5.
for 𝑥 in 𝐺PV .neighbors(𝑣) s.t. 𝑥 ∈ 𝑇 do
6.
𝑡′ [𝑥] = SavingByEdgeChange(𝑇, 𝑣.parent → 𝑣, 𝑥 → 𝑣)
*
7.
𝑥 = argmax{𝑡′ []}
8.
if 𝑡′ [𝑥* ] ≤ 0 then
9.
if TryEnhancingANeighbor(𝑇, 𝑣) == false then break
10.
else continue
11.
𝑇 .DeleteEdge(𝑣, 𝑣.𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡) // Detach 𝑣 and its subtree
12.
𝑇 .InsertEdge(𝑣, 𝑥* )
13.
while 𝑣 ̸= 𝑇 .root do
14.
𝑣 = 𝑣.parent
15.
𝑣.FixChildrenForMinMax()
16.
𝑇 .FixNodesDS()

Fig. 6. iMSDOM and iMMDOM algorithms.

(up to 2 hops) such that 𝑣 can be re-routed to through a
shorter path in the next iteration (a few times in a tree in
our experiments). If that is also not possible, the algorithm
terminates. Moreover, the total number of refining steps is
limited by a bound (MAX_REFININGS in the code). We set
this bound to 𝑁/ log 𝑁 to keep the worst-case running time
to 𝑂(𝑁 2 ) (analyzed shortly). Although, in our experiments
the algorithm has terminated much earlier than this bound.
To enable efficient reordering of each node’s children and
retrieval of the farthest node in the tree, at each node 𝑣, we
maintain certain information including 𝑡𝑇 (𝑣) and ℎ𝑇 (𝑣). After
each modification in the tree, the information maintained at up
to 𝑂(𝑁 ) nodes may need to be updated. For example, after
moving node 𝑣 from its old parent 𝑢 to a new parent 𝑢′ , the
delay to each descendant of 𝑣, the correct ordering of the
children of 𝑢′ and those of 𝑢′ ’s ancestors, and accordingly the
delay to each descendant of 𝑢′ and 𝑢′ ’s ancestors needs to be
updated. Therefore, we simply update the data structures for
all nodes of the tree in 𝑂(𝑁 ) time (Line 14).
Finally, the iMSDOM and iMMDOM algorithms can speed

up the creation of multicast trees to nearly zero time. These algorithms best suit applications in which the multicast receivers
for a source node change gradually, not fundamentally, across
consecutive messages, such as in the example at the beginning
of Section I. Denoting the set of receivers at time 𝑡0 by 𝑅0 , the
multicast tree created for 𝑅0 by 𝑇0 (e.g., using the MxDOMe algorithm), and the receiver set at time 𝑡 by 𝑅, iMSDOM
and iMMDOM take tree 𝑇0 as a base and efficiently update it
according to the difference between 𝑅 and 𝑅0 .
First, the nodes that are no longer among the receivers (and
the corresponding paths) are removed if they are not used for
reaching any other receiver. This is done in Line 2 in Figure 6.
Then, for adding each new receiver node 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 ∖ 𝑅0 , we
conduct a search to find the best possible path, and add it to
the paths vector (Lines 3 and 26–28). This search starts from
𝑟 (Line 7), and each path of the search is terminated once
reaching some node in the current tree 𝑇 (the else case in
Lines 19–25). In this case, the cost of this path is calculated
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and path* is updated if necessary. Upon visiting each new node
𝑣 that is not in 𝑇 and is not visited before through a shorter
path, the search continues by recording the distance from 𝑣 to
𝑟 in dist[𝑣] and then visiting 𝑣’s neighbors later (Lines 12 to
18). To limit the search and keep the algorithm fast, we prune
search paths that are unlikely to yield a path comparable to
the current path* . Therefore, an estimated total delay from 𝑠
to 𝑟 through 𝑣 is calculated (td in Line 14), which equals the
delay from 𝑣 to 𝑟 (variable 𝑑 in Line 13) plus the delay from
𝑠 to 𝑣 (PathVectDist𝑠 (𝑣) as the link-by-link delay from 𝑠 to 𝑣
and 𝛿 as its estimated nodal delay2 in Line 13).
C. Analysis
A summary of the memory requirement and running time
of our algorithms is as follows. The total memory space for
maintaining the required data structures at a node and running
our algorithms is on average 𝑂(𝑁 𝐷𝐿max ), where 𝐿max is the
maximum hop count in a shortest path (i.e., the hop count of
the overlay diameter). Moreover, the time taken by a node to
update the routing table, upon receiving a path vector of size
𝑂(𝑁 𝐿max ) from a neighbor, is of 𝑂(𝑁 (𝐿max + log 𝑁 )). The
running time of both MSDOM-e and MMDOM-e algorithms
is bounded by 𝑂(𝑁 2 𝐷PV ). The MSDOM-f algorithm runs in
𝑂(𝑁 𝐷𝐿max ) time. The MMDOM-f algorithm takes 𝑂(𝑁 2 )
time, given that we bound the number of its refining steps
(each taking 𝑂(𝑁 log 𝑁 ) time) to 𝑁/ log 𝑁 as mentioned
earlier; though we note that the refining steps taken by this
algorithm in our experiments has been far less than 𝑁/ log 𝑁 .
The iMxDOM algorithms perform a local search, and while
their worst-case running time is 𝑂(𝑁 2 𝐷PV ), they terminate
much faster (numerical results presented in Section V).
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our algorithms on hundreds
of overlay networks built on top of two different real-world
Internet delay datasets. The overlays are created according to
three different overlay graph models, and range from hundreds
to thousands of nodes. Our evaluation setup and the obtained
results are presented in this section.
A. Setup
To capture the actual delay between hosts in the Internet, which is a key factor determining the effectiveness
of any overlay multicast algorithm, we use the data from
two different measurements: The Delay Space Synthesizer
(DS2 ) project [17] which provides the measured pairwise
delay between about 4000 Internet hosts, and the Meridian
project [36] containing the delay between 2500 hosts. We
sometimes need to down-sample the set of 4000 (or 2500)
nodes to 𝑁 < 4000 nodes in our experiments. To ensure
having a representative subset, we use a variant of the 𝑘-means
clustering algorithm [37] that takes the best 𝑁 center points
2 Since 𝑣 ̸∈ 𝑇 , the exact value of the total nodal delay from 𝑠 to 𝑣 is not
known at this time, so we simply use 𝛿 as the average nodal delay across
all nodes currently in 𝑇 . This value is only used for pruning unlikely search
paths (Lines 14 and 15) and has proven highly effective in our experiments.
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among the original 4000 (or 2500); it minimizes the sum of the
squared distance between each original point and its closest
center point.
On top of these datasets, we create overlay networks based
on three different overlay graph models: Small world [38],
random [39] and power law [40]. In small-world networks,
links are more likely to exist between nearby nodes than
distant nodes [38]. These networks are commonly observed
in social and P2P networks [41], [42]; they have also yielded
the smallest shortest-path length between nodes in our experiments. We generate these networks by connecting each
pair of nodes (𝑢, 𝑣) with probability 𝛼 × distance(𝑢, 𝑣)−1 ,
where the coefficient 𝛼 is set according to the desired average
node degree 𝐷 in the overlay. On the other hand, random
networks are simpler in which all edges of different lengths are
treated similarly. Specifically, we generate random networks
according to the Erdos-Renyi model [39] where each pair of
nodes (𝑢, 𝑣) exists with probability 𝑝, which we set according
to the desired average degree 𝐷. In a power-law network (also
called a scale-free network), such as the worldwide web, nodes
that are popular are more likely to receive new links; the
network therefore has a power-law degree distribution [40].
We generate these networks following the Barabasi-Albert
model [40], where a new node
∑︀𝑥 connects to an existing node
𝑢 with probability 𝛼𝑑𝐺 (𝑢)/ 𝑣∈𝑉 𝑑𝐺 (𝑣) (𝛼 determining the
average degree).
The parameters that we vary in our evaluations include
the overlay size (𝑁 ), average node degree (𝐷), number of
receivers (|𝑅|), and node-incurred delays. Specifically, we
define Δ̄ as the average time that it takes for a typical node
to send out each copy of the message in an experiment: Δ𝑢
for each node 𝑢 captures the combination of node’s bandwidth/load and message size in the experiment. To account
for the diversity of nodes’ capabilities in the real world, we
also designate 10% of the nodes as supernodes (e.g., behind
a campus network) which have 100–1000 times smaller nodal
delay than regular nodes. The value of Δ̄ is assumed the
same (±50%) across the regular nodes in an experiment,
and as Δ̄/10U(2,3) ± 50% for supernodes; the dynamics of
nodal delays are also analyzed shortly. Therefore, supernodes
are automatically assigned higher fan-outs by the algorithms
(according to their nodal delay). To get a sense of diverse
combinations of node bandwidth and workload as well as
message size, the factors comprising the nodal delay, we
consider a wide range of values for Δ̄ from 10 ms to 1000 ms
in our experiments. For example, on one end, Δ̄ = 10 ms can
represent the case where the message is a small 10 Kbits (1.2
KB) packet, and each node has a powerful 10 Mbps upload
bandwidth and is forwarding messages of 10 multicast sessions
on average; we also analyze the dynamics of nodal delays. On
the other end, consider the delivery of a continuous flow of
data where each node would send the data in large chunks to
its children in the multicast tree. Assuming TCP transport, to
maximize the throughput, the node sends a continuous chunk
of up to a full TCP window to its first child, then to the second
child, and so on. The message size 𝑧 can therefore be assumed
up to the maximum window size, e.g., 128 KB (1 Mbits)
as it is the default value in most Linux distributions. Thus,
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Fig. 8. Running time of the algorithms in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Average and maximum delay in multicast trees created by different algorithms.

Δ̄ = 1000 ms can represent the multicast of a continuous
flow on the aforementioned network; Δ̄ = 1000 ms can as
well represent the multicast of a small 1.2 KB packet through
nodes 100 times less powerful.
Given an overlay network of 𝑁 nodes and a number of
receivers |𝑅|, in each single run we select a sender and |𝑅|
receivers at random from [1, 𝑁 ]. We then generate multicast
trees using ours as well as previous approaches (described
shortly) on the same input: 𝐺PV view of the overlay, 𝑠 and 𝑅.
For each experiment, we repeat this process on several randomly generated overlays, and on 10 different sender/receiver
selections on each one of the overlays. The process continues
on different overlays until the average result (delay) converges,
that is, the deviation of the average result falls and stays below
< 1% for 5 consecutive overlays. A minimum of 10 overlays
is also enforced for each experiment even if converged earlier,
i.e., 100 runs. We observed that 10–44 and 10–46 overlays
were needed respectively for different MinSum and MinMax
experiments, with an average of 24 and 29 overlays. Finally,
since in the MinSum algorithms a source does not transmit the
full ordered tree structure (Section III), we simulate this lack
of knowledge in intermediary nodes by shuffling the children
of each node in the created tree before evaluating the average
delay to the receivers.
B. Results
We evaluate the MSDOM algorithms by comparing the
achieved average delay with the average delay in the regular
shortest-path tree (SPT) for the same overlay and receiver set.
We also compare these results with the delay achieved by the
algorithm in [28], which builds a MinSum-delay multicast tree
with bounded degrees—the closest work in the literature to our
MinSum algorithms, to the best of our knowledge. We run a
binary search to find the best degree bounds for this algorithm
(each node’s bound is inversely proportional to its forwarding
delay), though in our running time measurements presented
shortly we only measure the time taken by one run of this
algorithm, not the multiple times done in the binary search.
This algorithm is labeled as “MLRS” in the following figures
(taken from the names of the authors).
We analyze the MMDOM algorithm by comparing the
maximum delay in our tree with the maximum delay in the
SPT as well as the tree created by the algorithm in [31] for the

same overlay and receiver set. As discussed in Section II, the
algorithm in [31] is the only previous study on minimizing
the joint link and node incurred delays in a multicast tree,
to the best of our knowledge. We only consider the heuristic
algorithm proposed by the authors, since it outperforms the
proposed alternative approximation algorithm (see Section II)
in both tree-efficiency and running time [31]. We also note that
this work addresses only the MinMax version of our problem.
This algorithm is labeled as “BLS” in the figures.
Experiments with various overlay/session parameters.
We first evaluate the algorithms on overlays of different sizes
and present the results in Figure 7. We also report the time
taken by these algorithms in Figure 8. Our experiments are run
on a PC with Intel Xeon X5450 3 GHz CPU. The following
experiment (Figures 7 and 8) is conducted on the DS2 dataset,
using the small-world overlay model, with 𝑅 = 𝑁 − 1,
𝐷 = 𝑁/10 and Δ̄ = 100 ms. The cases with 𝑁 = 4000 are
skipped for MLRS, BLS and MxDOM-e algorithms for their
running times. Also, we do not report a running time for SPT
in Figure 8 as it takes a very short time given the up-to-date
routing table—only merging the given shortest paths.
It is noteworthy that one might add the running time to
the delay achieved by the tree, since a message is not sent
out until the tree calculation is done. However, we also note
that each calculated tree is typically expected to be used for
a number of messages. For instance, back to the example of
the dynamic online agent (the source) moving across the areaof-interest of others (the receivers) in a virtual environment,
we can realistically expect that the receiver group changes at
a quite slower pace (in the order of seconds) than the rate
of disseminating messages (several per second). We therefore
separately report both times, tree delay and running time. In
our last set of experiments in this section we analyze the joint
end-to-end delay.
In Figure 7, we first observe that the commonly used
shortest-path trees, despite being fast to build, suffer from large
average and maximum delays as they are unaware of nodal delays. We also observe in Figure 7(a) that both of our algorithms
outperform the previous related work MLRS [28]. MSDOM-e
trees can provide an average delay less than half the MLRS
ones, while also being created multiple times faster (note the
log-log scale in Figure 8). Our fast algorithm MSDOM-f, is
several times faster (taking 314 ms for 𝑁 = 4000) while still
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Fig. 9. Tree efficiency for different levels of
overlay connectivity (𝑁 = 1000, |𝑅| = 999).

Fig. 10. Tree efficiency for different number of
receivers (𝑁 = 1000, 𝐷 = 𝑁/10).

Fig. 11. Tree efficiency for different values of Δ̄
(𝑁 = 1000, |𝑅| = 999, 𝐷 = 𝑁/10).
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providing better average delays than MLRS.
Similarly, for the MinMax version in Figure 7(b), the
MMDOM-e algorithm yields the smallest farthest-node delays
(< 1.1 s), significantly less (26–66%) than that of the related
previous work BLS [31] which is up to 2.8 s. We also observe
that the maximum delay achieved by MMDOM-f and BLS
are close, nearly overlapping in Figure 7(b). The running
time of MMDOM-f, on the other hand, is 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude smaller—available for scales where none of BLS
and MMDOM-e are applicable. Thus, having the MMDOM-e
algorithm for overlay sizes of up to hundreds, and MMDOM-f
for larger overlays, we can create multicast trees with much
smaller MinMax delays (less than half) and/or faster running
times (orders of magnitude) than the alternative approaches.
Next, we analyze our algorithms with different levels of network connectivity, defined by different values of the average
node degree 𝐷. Figure 9 shows the average and the maximum
delay in overlays of size 𝑁 = 1000 nodes; |𝑅| = 999,
Δ̄ = 100 ms, and the overlays are built on the DS2 dataset
and using the small-world model. As expected, the regular
shortest-path tree that ignores node degrees results in an
increasingly high delay as network connectivity increases in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b). This is because shortest paths tend to be
formed within very few hops of the source as the overlay gets
denser. This yields high node degrees in the multicast tree,
and accordingly high delays incurred at overlay nodes. The
delays in multicast trees created by our algorithms are several
times smaller. In addition, both MSDOM-e and MMDOMe algorithms achieve a delay often less than half that of
the related works (BLS/MLRS). Moreover, MSDOM-f trees
provide an average delay between 31% to 46% smaller than
MLRS trees, while also being created 2 to 17 times faster. For
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Fig. 12. Dynamics of nodal delays (Δ𝑢 ).

the MinMax version, similar to the previous experiment, the
farthest-node delay in MMDOM-f and BLS trees are tightly
close, while the former one is created in 3–13 ms in this
experiment and the latter in 3–5 seconds.
In the next experiment, we vary the number of receivers
|𝑅|; the other configurations remain the same and 𝐷 = 𝑁/10.
As plotted in Figure 10, the same trend as in the previous
experiment is observed among the achieved delay and running
time of the algorithms.
Moreover, we analyze the impact of Δ̄, the average nodal
delay for each copy of the message, when varying in the range
10–1000 ms as described earlier. For the MinSum version
(Figure 11(a)), we observe that a similar superiority among
the trees made by different algorithms holds as in previous
experiments, with roughly the same ratio among them for
different Δ̄ values, e.g., MSDOM-e trees have an average
delay between 61% to 80% less than MLRS trees. In the
MinMax version, the trend is more or less the same as earlier
experiments except for small Δ̄ values, given that the dominant
factor in the farthest-node delay becomes the longest shortest-
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(a) MinSum-delay trees.
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(b) MinMax-delay trees.

Fig. 13. The performance (tree-efficiency as well as running time) of the algorithms on different datasets and overlay models. This and the following figures
are best viewed in color.

path distance (i.e., the diameter) as the nodal delay approaches
small values (particularly 10 ms). This effect is not as bold
in the MinSum case since it deals with the average shortestpath distance which has been several times smaller than the
maximum (the diameter) in our experiments. We also see in
Figure 11(b) that the MMDOM-e algorithm yields the smallest
delays (up to 70% less than BLS), while still running slightly
faster than BLS (2x). Furthermore, the MMDOM-f and BLS
algorithms once again produce tightly close delays while the
running time difference of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude still
holds.
Dynamics of node-incurred delays. In an actual system,
the nodal delays (Δ𝑢 (·)), just like the round-trip delay between
nodes (i.e., link delays), are not static values. Although each
node 𝑢 announces its Δ𝑢 value (short for Δ𝑢 (1), to be
precise) as a representative average over time, e.g., EWMAaveraged, the momentary nodal delay of 𝑢 at the time of
forwarding our message may be considerably different than the
announced average. Neither ours nor previous algorithms are
specifically designed to capture the uncertainty of these delays.
Nevertheless, to have a thorough evaluation study, we analyze
the impact of Δ𝑢 dynamics on the efficiency of the different
multicast trees. Therefore, right before evaluating a created
tree, we change the Δ𝑢 value of each node 𝑢 to have a random
increase or decrease by multiple times: Denoting the variation
factor of a nodal delay by 𝑣 (𝑣 = 1, 2, . . . ), we change each
Δ𝑢 to a randomly selected value in [Δ𝑢 /𝑣, Δ𝑢 𝑣]; that is, Δ𝑢 is
multiplied by 𝑒𝑥 where 𝑥 ∼ 𝑈 (− ln 𝑣, ln 𝑣). Figure 12 shows
the impact of these dynamics. As expected, the average and
maximum delay of all trees rise by the increased fluctuation of
nodal delays; we should also note that this is partially because
the average nodal delay in the network increases by 8–50% for
𝑣 = 2, . . . , 5. We observe that with varying Δ𝑢 dynamics, the
performance of the algorithms relative to each other remains
more or less the same, with MSDOM/MMDOM-e algorithms
always yielding trees with lowest delays.
Datasets/Network models. We evaluate our algorithms on
both datasets DS2 and Meridian, using all the three network
models of small world, random, and power law. The results,
including tree delays and running times, are presented in

Figure 13. The running times for SPT are omitted as they are
negligible—only merge the shortest paths given in the routing
table. These experiments are conducted on overlays of size
𝑁 = 1000 with 𝑅 = 999, 𝐷 = 100 and Δ̄ = 100 ms. The
experiments for each of the two datasets, represented by the
first two sets of bars in Figures 13(a) and 13(b), are conducted
on all the three overlay models and the results are averaged.
Similarly, the experiments for each overlay model, represented
by the last three sets of bars in each figure, are run on both
datasets and the average is plotted. We observe in these figures
that the different algorithms perform more or less the same as
in the previous experiments: MSDOM/MMDOM-e algorithms
produce the most delay-efficient trees (73–80% smaller delays
than MLRS and 52–60% than BLS) while also running slightly
faster than the previous approaches; note the running times
written on top of the bars. MSDOM-f also has better tree
efficiency (24–50%) and running time (6–8 times) than MLRS.
MMDOM-f runs in 10–14 ms for the same inputs on which
MMDOM-e and BLS algorithms have taken seconds, while
still creating trees with reasonable delay-efficiency; compare
it to SPT which is the only applicable alternative based on
running times.
Algorithms for tree adaptation. In this experiment we
evaluate the efficiency of multicast trees produced by our tree
adaptation algorithms, iMSDOM and iMMDOM. In the next
experiment we show how to best employ these algorithms
on top of MxDOM-e/f. In each run of this experiment,
we multicast messages from the same source node 𝑠 to a
series of partially different receiver groups 𝑅1 , . . . , 𝑅10 : 𝑅1 is
randomly generated as before, and each 𝑅𝑖+1 is obtained by
adding and removing up to MAX_CHURN nodes to/from 𝑅𝑖 —
both numbers uniformly selected in [1, MAX_CHURN]. This
is to simulate the churn of nodes listening to a source node
𝑠 over time. Each of these 10-session experiments is repeated
100+ times as described earlier.
Figure 14 plots the results of this experiment on overlays
of different sizes, with 𝐷 = 𝑁/10, Δ̄ = 100 ms, |𝑅1 | = 𝑁/2
and MAX_CHURN = 10, i.e., up to 10 nodes are added and
up to 10 nodes are removed between 𝑅𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖+1 . Similarly,
Figure 15 shows the sensitivity of our algorithms to the rate
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Fig. 15. Performance of our tree adaptation algorithms with different receiver churn rates.

Fig. 16. Real-time multicast of a stream of messages
with the MxDOM algorithm suite.

of churn in the receiver set, i.e., varying MAX_CHURN from
5 to 50, with 𝑁 = 1000. In the experiments in Figures 14 and
15, the MxDOM-e and MLRS/BLS algorithms are skipped
for 𝑁 = 4000 for their running times. The aqua and brown
bars which are labeled as “iMSDOM-f ” and “iMSDOM-e”
(similarly for MMDOM) represent the iMSDOM algorithm
when using MSDOM-f and MSDOM-e tree (for 𝑅1 ) as a
base and then adapting it for 𝑅2 , . . . , 𝑅10 . The running times
reported in Figure 14 are those of iMSDOM only (all under
1 ms), where the base tree for 𝑅1 is given. We show in the
next experiment how to avoid the delay for obtaining the base
tree.
Figures 14 and 15 confirm the efficiency of our tree adaptation algorithms, which match the minimized delay of the
given base tree in almost zero time (<1 ms). In particular, iMMDOM-f produces trees with a maximum delay no
higher than MMDOM-f trees in Figure 14; in some cases
it even slightly enhances MMDOM-f trees by ∼1%. More
importantly, the delay achieved by iMMDOM-e, which runs
in nearly no time (<1 ms) compared to the most delay-efficient
algorithm MMDOM-e, is only 3% higher in Figure 14(b), and
up to 4% higher in the extreme case of MAX_CHURN = 50 in
Figure 15(b), i.e., the receiver group is fundamentally changed
as going from 𝑅1 to 𝑅10 .
Unlike the MinMax version where the maximum delay is
sensitive to the addition of some nodes to the tree (and to the
corresponding degree increments)—or even the added node itself may become the farthest node—in the MinSum version the
average delay is not significantly impacted by these changes.
This is observed in Figures 14(a) and 15(a) where iMSDOMe and MSDOM-e trees have nearly the same average delays.

Also, iMSDOM-f trees have even up to 8% smaller delays
than MSDOM-f, as they specifically take advantage of the
similarity of the base and the current tree whereas the pruningbased from-scratch algorithm MSDOM-f does not; hence this
does not indicate the superiority of iMSDOM-f in the general
case (𝑅𝑖+1 independent of 𝑅𝑖 ).
In summary, in the common case of multicasting to a
dynamic receiver group that changes gradually over time, our
tree adaptation algorithms should be employed which can
produce trees in sub-millisecond time even for large overlays,
yet with delays close to that of the most efficient algorithms
MSDOM-e and MMDOM-e which can take up to several
seconds for large overlays. Nevertheless we note that our tree
adaptation algorithms operate on a given base tree, which
should be prepared as fast as just a few milliseconds so we
can fully realize the benefits of iMxDOM algorithms. The next
experiment demonstrates this process.
Real-time multicast with the MxDOM algorithm set.
Consider a source node continuously distributing messages
to a highly dynamic group of receivers over time 𝑅1 , . . . .
While in practice the rate of the stream of messages is usually
faster than the rate of updates to 𝑅 (hence reusing each
calculated multicast tree for multiple messages), let us consider
the extreme example of having an updated receiver set for
every single message, i.e., a new multicast tree is required
for every message. These messages are generated at a rate of
10/sec in this experiment.
Although the MxDOM-e algorithms produce the most
delay-efficient trees, they are not fast enough for large or
medium scale overlays and cannot catch up with generating
fresh trees at this fast pace. iMxDOM can address this problem
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by adapting a previously created MxDOM-e tree for each updated receiver set within just a milliseconds, but the efficiency
of trees will degrade as the receiver set gets less and less
similar to the one corresponding to the base tree. Periodically
renewing the base tree using MxDOM-e, on the other hand,
will produce noticeable hiccups in the stream of messages.
We solve this problem by running our algorithms concurrently in multiple threads. The first thread keeps creating
MxDOM-e trees, although at a slower pace than that of
receiver set updates (10 times per second). Once done with
calculating a tree for 𝑅𝑖 , the current receiver set may have
been updated several times and reached 𝑅𝑖+𝑗 . This thread
immediately moves on to creating a tree for 𝑅𝑖+𝑗 and misses
the receiver sets in between. It therefore produces some
renewed, though belated, base trees for iMxDOM. The second
thread is triggered on each update in the receiver set. It takes
the latest MxDOM-e tree as base and quickly updates it for the
current receiver set using iMxDOM. For comparison, we also
run a third thread that keeps running the MxDOM-f algorithm
on the current receiver set. This algorithm is fast enough to
keep up with making trees but not as delay-efficient as the
combination of MxDOM-e and iMxDOM. BLS and MLRS
algorithms are not applicable for this experiment; even for
creating just the base tree, they are already outperformed by
MxDOM-e in both speed and efficiency. We also create SPT
trees in this experiment as a baseline. In all cases, we add the
delay achieved by the multicast tree with the time it takes to
prepare the corresponding tree, and report the total end-to-end
delay.
Figure 16(b) shows the results of this experiment for a 10minute run, where a source node multicasts 10 messages per
second, the receiver set gets updated for each message with
MAX_CHURN = 5 (i.e., up to 5 addition and 5 removals
from 𝑅𝑖 to 𝑅𝑖+1 ; up to 50 per second), in a scenario with
𝑁 = 1000, |𝑅1 | = 500, 𝐷 = 100 and Δ̄ = 100 ms. The significant benefit of employing iMxDOM on top of MxDOM-e
is clearly demonstrated in Figure 16(b): 54%/63% smaller endto-end delay compared to MxDOM-f in the MinSum/MinMax
version, and 72%/77% compared to SPT; as reviewed earlier,
SPT and MxDOM-f are the only applicable (fast-enough)
algorithms for this scenario, to the best of our knowledge.
Summary. We have observed that our algorithms can support various application requirements for both MinSum and
MinMax versions. A summary of these algorithms and their
capabilities is given in Table II. The MxDOM-e algorithms
outperform previous approaches in both tree efficiency and
running time, and are the best choice for overlays of up to
a few hundred nodes. For larger overlays, where previous
approaches as well as MxDOM-e are not feasible, MxDOM-f
algorithms are suggested which can run fast (40–90 ms for
𝑁 = 2000 and 160–310 ms for 𝑁 = 4000 in our experiments
in Figure 8) while producing trees with reasonable delay
efficiencies: 40–60% smaller delays than SPT trees which are
the only applicable alternative. Finally, iMxDOM algorithms
can update multicast trees, instead of rebuilding them from
scratch for each message, for multicasting a stream of messages to a group of receivers with continuous churn. iMxDOM
algorithms run in sub-millisecond time and produce trees with
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE M X DOM ALGORITHM SUITE .

Name
MSDOM /
MMDOM
MSDOM-e /
MMDOM-e
MSDOM-f /
MMDOM-f
iMSDOM /
iMSDOM

Description
Algorithm names standing for: MinSum and MinMax Overlay Multicast.
Our algorithms with highest delay-efficiency. Outperform previous approaches in both tree efficiency and running time. Best for overlays of up
to a few hundred nodes.
Our algorithms optimized to be fast. Best for
overlays of up to a few thousand nodes, making
trees with ~50% smaller delay than SPT, the only
applicable alternative for this scale.
Our algorithms to incrementally build multicast
trees w.r.t. recent changes in receiver group. Make
delay-efficient trees in nearly zero time. Best for
multicasting a stream of messages to a group of
receivers churning continuously.

comparable delay efficiency to our other algorithms. We have
also shown how our algorithms can be employed together to
yield the smallest end-to-end delay in such scenarios.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have studied the problem of delivering data to a group
of receivers with minimum delay in an overlay network.
We show that multicast routing algorithms that simply find
a shortest-path tree can result in large delays as they only
minimize the link-by-link cost, ignoring the important delay
incurred at high-degree nodes in the tree. We formulate the
problems of minimizing the average and the maximum delay
in a multicast tree, show that they are NP-hard, and prove
that no polynomial-time approximation algorithm can be found
for these problem with a reasonable approximation ratio. We
design a set of algorithms that heuristically create multicast
trees with minimum delays: For each of the two min-sum and
min-max delay cases, we design a delay-efficient algorithm,
a scale-efficient one that is orders of magnitude faster, and a
tree adaptation algorithm to update a previous tree in nearly
zero time, instead of rebuilding a new one from scratch. The
collection of these algorithms supports a wide range of application requirements: Overlays from tens to a few thousand
nodes as well as different real-time requirements and session
characteristics (i.e., rate of messages and rate of churn). We
have conducted a comprehensive evaluation of our algorithms
on two different real-world dataset, on overlays created using
three diverse network models. Our results confirm that our
algorithms can achieve significantly lower delays (up to 60%)
and smaller running times (up to 3 orders of magnitude) than
previous minimum-delay multicast algorithms.
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